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Unit Drawings 
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Using AU Default Flue kit (Solid 8” or Mesh) Spin AU

A Min. Clearance from firebox to rear or front wall 1500mm

B Min. Clearance from firebox to side wall 1500mm

C Min distance from firebox opening to floor protector front 300mm

D Depth of floor protector 1025mm

E Width of floor protector 780mm

The VisionLINE Spin-AU

CLEARANCE IF UNIT IS INSTALLED TO SPIN 360o
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F

INSTALLED TO SPIN 360º 
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Clearances when locking unit

Clearances when locking unit
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VISIONLINE FIREPLACES
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VISIONLINE FIREPLACES
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UNIT IS APPROVED WITH MESH OR SOLID 8” OUTER SKIN 
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VisionLINE recommends using either VisionLINE 
Australian default flue kits or VisionLINE AIR insulated 

flue kits.

Minimum Height Requirements 
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Unit operation 

Lighting your fire
1. Ensure air control is full open
2. Use firelighters and dry kindling to establish fire
3. NOTE: The door may need to be open for 5-10 minutes to 

establish draft 
4. Once a good layer of coals is present in the firebox, you may 

introduce hardwood into the fire, starting with smaller pieces 
5. Once the fire is fully loaded with hardwood, you cannot reload 

the fire until it has extinguished  

ONLY BURN WOOD WITH A MOISTURE CONTENT BELOW 20%

Low (Closed) Medium High (Full Air)

First fire
When lighting your fire for the first time, it can be expected that some smoke may emit from the outside of the fireplace 
as the paint cures. Please ensure you open doors and windows to allow for ventilation during this process.
The door is sealed using a rope gasket which is inside the door frame. It will be quite stiff before first operation and will
soften after unit operation.
IMPORTANT : The door will need to be opened and closed every 5-10 minutes for the first hour when burning in the fire 

for the first time to ensure that the gasket does not bind to the curing paint surface.
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Flue Spigot Seating
The VisionLINE spin has a spigot which is designed to have the crimped end of 
a 6 inch (150mm) flue pipe located OVER the spigot and sit on the gutter 
provided on the casting. I

Spin Unit with top plate removed

Flue seated correctly

Unit operation 
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Using the SPIN feature

The lever for the to unlock the unit is located on the bottom right 
hand side. Pull gently to the right and keep pulled to rotate the 
unit. The unit will lock in place once the lever is released.

If you intend to use the unit as a stationary unit, you MUST remove 
this lever by un bolting the lever which is shown in the picture 
above . 

IMPORTANT!!!

The lever to unlock the unit is located on the bottom right
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VisionLINE Fireplace Systems
P.O. Box 5051 Burnley, 3121

Phone: (03)9429 5573
Email: info@visionlinefire.com.au

Web: visionlinefire.com.au
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